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More information Edit Gupi, a conman faces obstacles after meeting a girl pretending to be his daughter, later learns that he has a deadly ACP bikram Singha Roy doppelganger. Plot Summary | Add Synopsis Taglines: The Lion is certified back: See all certifications » Parent guide: Add content advice for parents » Edit
Prosenjit Chatterjee, known for playing silent and romantic roles, experimented with this action for the first time. See more » Gupi &amp;amp; ACP Bikram Singha Roy (double role): [in Kaali] With this police uniform, cap, baton and even belt offers service. See more » Remake of Vikramarkudu (2006) See more » Rajiv
Kumar Biswas Bikram Singha's 2012 film: The Lion Is BackFilm PosterDirected byRajiv Kumar Biswas[1] Produced byAshoke Kumar DhanukaHimanshu DhanukaStory byK. V. Vijayendra PrasadBasat aVikramarkuduby S. S. RajamouliStarringProsenjit ChatterjeeRicha GangopadhyaySupriyo Dutta[2] Music byBappi
Lahiri Shree Pritam Edited byRabiranjan MoitraDistrib FilmsRelease Bikram Singha (may 25, 2012) is an Indian film directed by Rajib Biswas, released on May 25, 2012. A remake of the 2006 language-language film Telugu Vikramarkudu stars Prosenjit Chatterjee in a double role alongside Richa Gangopadhyay
&amp;amp; Anusmriti Sarkar. [5] Bollywood actress Mahek Chahal made an element song in this film, marking the Bengali debut[6] The film received an A certificate from the Central Board of Film Certification. [7] The film was named in Hindi as Ek Rowdy Bikram. Plot Gupi (Prosenjit Chatterjee) is a small-time conman in
love with Madhu (Richa Gangopadhyay), a beautiful woman whom he met at a wedding he was not invited to. In this image world comes six-year-old Osmite (Baby Titli), who inexplicably believes that Gupi is his father. And if that wasn't bad enough, Gupi becomes the subject of a series of life-threatening attacks by a
gang of criminals who seem to know something he doesn't do. As he desperately tries to save his life and love, Gupi stumbles upon a deadly secret. A secret that will take you to a small town called Debgarh: A city terrified by its ruthless MLA and the mafia it controls; a city whose only hope of redemption is Gupi. He later
learns that ACP Bikram Singha Roy (Prosenjit Chatterjee), his lookalike, is in danger from criminals. Cast Prosenjit Chatterjee as ACP Bikram Singha Roy (Super Cop)/Gupi, Thief Richa Gangopadhyay as Madhu Anusmriti Sarkar as Ritwika Mitro Partho Sarathi Chakraborty as Bagha Ashmee Ghosh as Baby Titli Supriyo
Datta as Kali Kissing Ravi as Rahu Surajit Sen as Munna Prodyot Mukher Mahek Chahal (special appearance in the element song Na Champa Na Chameli) Sanghasri Sinha Mitra a Srimoti Soundtrack No.TitleMusicArtist(s)Length1. Dhin Tak NaBappi LahiriBappi Lahiri3:582. Guti Guti Paye Shaan, Mahalakshmi
Iyer4:193. Na Champa Na Chameli Mamta Sharma4:124. Saat Paake Bandha Bandha Sanu, Alka Yagnik5:285. Dhuan Dhuan Shaan, Mahalakshmi Iyer4:056. Lori Saberi Bhattacharya3:43Total length:25:45 References ↑ Bikram Singha: The Lion Is Back movie review. outlookindia.com. Retrieved 28 August 2015. ^
Bikram Singha: The Lion Is Back (2012) – Bengali. ibollytv.com. Archived from the original on April 24, 2015. Retrieved August 28, 2015. ^ Bikram Singha: The Lion Is Back (Bangla) review. indianexpress.com. Retrieved 28 August 2015. ^ The title of Prosenjit's film changed once again, The Times of India ↑ Interview:
ANUSMRITI SARKAR actress in Bangla Movie BIKRAM SINGHA, other telugu films &amp;amp; hindi and dream role with Salman Khan. Radio Washington Bangla. May 30, 2012. Retrieved May 15, 2017. ^ I am in love with Prosenjitji: Mahek Chahal, The Times of India ^ Bikram Singha - The Lion Is Back (Celluloid).
Central Board of Film Certification. SYZYGY. May 23, 2012. Retrieved September 10, 2016. ^ Bikram Singha: The lion is back. bollywoodlife.com. Retrieved 28 August 2015. External links Bikram Singha: The Lion Is Back on IMDb Recovered from ''Bikram Singha : The Lion Is Back'' is a Bengali action film directed by
Rajib Biswas, starring Prasenjit Chatterjee and Richa Gangopadhyay. Gupi (Prosenjit Chatterjee) is a small time conman in love with Madhu (Richa Gangopadhyay), a girl whom he met at a wedding he was not invited to. In this image the perfect world enters six-year-old Neha who inexplicably believes Gupi to be her
father! If that wasn't bad enough, Gupi also becomes the subject of a series of deadly life-threatening attacks by a gang of deadly criminals who seem to know something he doesn't do. As he desperately tries to save his life and love, Gupi stumbles upon a deadly secret. A secret that will take you to a small town called
Debgarh; a city terrified by its ruthless MLA and the mafia it controls; a city whose only hope of redemption is - Gupi! Filmy PassWatched? Add your score and review Bikram Singha-The lion is back on Facebookissa. Jos pitää yhteyttä käyttäjän Bikram Singha-The lion is back Facebookissa, kirjaudu sisään tai luo tili.
Kirjaudu sisäänLuo uusi tiliBikram Singha-The lion returns to Facebookissa. Jos pitää yhteyttä käyttäjän Bikram Singha-The lion is back Facebookissa, kirjaudu sisään tai luo tili. Kirjaudu sisäänLuo uusi tiliBikram Singha-The lion is backTykkääTykätty backTykkääTykätty
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